FrOth BlOwers Brewing CO.
CASK BEER TRADE PRICES

Piffle SnOnker

3.8%

The combination of 100% Maris Otter Extra-pale barley,
the delicate taste of Cascade hops and (as with all our beers)
a reliable wet yeast, results in a fine, balanced pale ale.

Barking Mad

4.2%

Made with the best extra-pale malt to allow for the
addition of enough Citra hop to achieve maximum hop
delight on the taste-buds without overwhelming them.

JOlly Brewer

4.3%

The use of pale malt to give a little colour - and a little malt taste
– allied to the use of two complementary New Zealand hops,
Waimea and Pacific Gem, gives this beer its particular attraction

Templer

4.4%

Deliberately designed to reflect the former ‘proper’ qualities
of Burton-style beers -meaning that pale and crystal malt are
combined with British hops and necessary salts at a medium
strength, to achieve a complex, amber beer.

GOllOp With Zest
In 1925 potential Froth Blowers were asked, “Do you Gollop
Your Beer with Zest?” This pale ale combines all the best
ingredients as those in our other beers but gets an extra
‘zesty’ hop-hit at the end of the boil.

4.5%

Riverside StOut

4.8%

A classic Oatmeal Stout developed on the bank of the
Singapore River in 1997 by a master brewer friend, and
personalised by us in Erdington: ‘micronized’ oats and
a hint of Weyermann’s smoked malt give it its perfect finish.

HOrnswOggle

5%

Best described as Piffle Snonker with attitude: Extra-pale
malt in large enough quantities to induce an alcoholic euphoria
are combined with floral hops to produce a deceptively easilydrinkable five-percenter.
SEASONALS (please ask for availability)

MOnsOOn

)

(Mild month May)

4%

A combination of pale and dark malts with only a small
addition of Fuggles hops – at 4%, a satisfactorily quaffable ale.

Anthem

)

4.1%

(Spring/Summer)

A super pale ale brewed with Mandarina Bavaria hops.

Shepherd’s Warning

(Autumn)

4.9%

The use of three types of best malt and traditional British
hops in carefully balanced quantities results in this very
satisfying version of a Red Ale.

Old Pals Ale

(Winter)

Very much the ‘winter warmer’: pale and dark malts with a little addition of hops – combine to produce
a sweetish, full-bodied beer.

5.7%

